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The $1 Series 1928 United States Note has long been a very popular
series with collectors. This one-time issue of just 1,872,012 notes is a
must for the type note collector as well as anyone who appreciates the
beauty of it’s striking red seal and serial numbers. While only a small

number of notes were printed, a good number of these, many in Uncirculated
condition, were saved and are in collectors’ hands today. The highly desirable and
valuable star notes of this series are also offered occasionally in major auctions.

Although these notes are from the series of 1928 they were actually print-
ed in 1933 with Woods and Woodin’s signatures as opposed to the $1 1928 series
Silver Certificates that were issued in July 1929 with Tate and Mellon signatures.
The first 5,000 $1 red seal United States Notes were issued in 1933. The first 120
of these notes were in 10 uncut sheets of 12. The first sheet was cut with the
A00000001A note going to the Smithsonian. Over the years some of the other
sheets have been cut as well making notes with 2 digit serial numbers occasionally
available to collectors albeit at significantly higher prices than other serial num-
bers.

Serials numbers under 5000, while not as plentiful as higher serial num-
bers, can usually be found often enough to meet collector’s demands. These
under 5000 serial numbered notes show up in auctions and some sealer’s price
lists and always generate interest.  

To many collectors these $1 1928 Red Seals are most attractive and
desirable with low serial numbers. These low numbers from the first 10,000 print-
ed, are particularly striking and attractive because of the four or more leading
zeros in the serial number. 

There is, however, a vast difference in rarity in serial number ranges
within these first 10,000 notes. Virtually the only low serial numbers available to
collectors are those under A00002000A or in the A00004XXXA range. Only occa-
sionally are A00002XXXA serial numbered notes available and virtually never are
any notes seen from the A00003XXXA range. Notes from the second 5,000 print-
ed, having serials from A00005001A through A00009999A are virtually never seen
as well.  

Scarce serial number range A00002XXXA

Serial numbers in the A00002XXXA range are scarce and are only occa-
sionally available. Over the past 30 years I have seen several Uncirculated notes in
this range as well as a few circulated examples. This is in sharp contrast to the
more frequently observed A00000XXXA, A00001XXXA and A00004XXXA serial
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numbered notes. While notes in this A00002XXXA range are not nearly as rare as
the A00003XXXA and A00005XXXA to A00009XXXA notes they are scarce.

Rare serial number range A00003XXXA

Serial numbers in the A00003XXXA range are inexplicably rare. In the
many years I have compiled data on the $1 Series 1928 USN series, I have record-
ed only two serial numbers in the A00003XXXA range. It is also interesting to
note that within the first 5000 notes fancy serial numbers A00001111A,

A00002222A and A00004444A are known to exist but A00003333A has not been
observed. This only helps to confirm that there is something very different about
the A00003XXXA notes. It seems as if nearly all of the notes in this serial range
have disappeared into a black hole never to be seen again. I don’t know why notes
in this serial number range are so rare – but they are. Perhaps the original issue
was distributed in some manner to the public from both the top and bottom of the
stack leaving most of the A00002XXXA and all of the A00003XXXA serials in the
middle to be placed into circulation after the initial demand for these notes was
satisfied. We may never know how these early notes were dispersed. The two
notes listed below are the only examples I know of from this serial range:

A00003072A   XF
A00003396A   VG

Rare serial number range A00005000A to A00009999A

Low serial numbers are very collectible on any type of currency, but the
distinctive $1 Series 1928 Legal Tender red seal notes starting with four zeros are
especially appealing. While notes with serial numbers under 5,000 can readily be
found the second 5,000 notes with serials A00005001A through A00009999A are
virtually non existent. These notes seem to have fallen off a cliff. Of the few notes
known in this range all are in circulated grades. The twelve notes listed here are
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the only examples I know of from the second 5,000 notes issued:
A00005798A   VG A00007796A    VG
A00006007A   XF A00007979A    VG/F
A00006485A   VG A00008273A     VG
A00006586A     F A00008300A     VG
A00006765A    VF A00009723A     VG/F
A00007039A     F A00009913A      XF
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THE TENNESSEE SCRIP AND OBSOLETE BANKNOTE
reference that Tom Carson and Dennis Schafluetzel

started in 2003, has been completed on the website pages for
everything that is known (published or discovered). 

SPMC awarded Carson and Schafluetzel the Wait award
in 2009 to assist in publishing this book. They used the Wait
award to purchase necessary software to work on the project.
Editing and correction of the website is underway. “We will
begin converting it to book format next,” Schafluetzel noted.

Paul Garland listed some specific types of scrip.
“However, a Tennessee scrip reference has not been pub-
lished.  Charlie Sedman allowed us to use his scrip listing and
photocopy images for documenting Tennessee scrip. Bill
Sharp supplied images and notes on his whole Tennessee
Obsolete collection and R. M. Smythe and Spink provided
images from the Schingoethe sales. 

“Every week dealers and collectors e-mail or send me
additional information and images,” he continued. The first
webpage has a “what’s new” section where every contribution
is listed. Our website has color images of 776 bank notes and
919 scrip notes. We have listed an additional 949 banknotes
and 202 scrip notes that existed at one time.  

“We need your help to provide images of these notes as
well as add others that we do not have listed,” the author con-
tinued. “Please access the website and help us make this refer-
ence a composite of what is currently known. Our experience
indicates if you have a Tennessee scrip collection 25% to 50%

of them are not listed because so many of them are unique.
Many early banknotes are also unique. If you do not share
them they will remain unknown,” he added.

Schafluetzel explained use of the website.  “To access the
website at http://www.schafluetzel.org click on Tennessee
Obsolete Merchant Scrip & Banknotes link and it will ask for
your user name: use SPMC, and the password, SPMC6000,
SPMC must be capitalized. The title page will appear. Select
one of 100+ TN cities, counties or railroads to view known
merchant scrip and bank notes from that location. If you do
not find what you are looking for, view the Merchant Scrip for
that city. 

“We still need your help to review and contribute histori-
cal information, color images, new scrip listings, upgrades and
corrections.

The authors plan to publish a “field guide” book “that is
easy to carry on the bourse floor for reference with the images
and listings,” according to Schafluetzel. The book will include
a CD with large color images and access to the website for an
initial period. The website will continue as a complete refer-
ence and will include updates and additions for those that pur-
chase the book. 

Dennis Schafluetzel may be contacted at 1900 Red Fox
Lane, Hixson, TN 37343 or dennis@schafluetzel.org 

Tom Carson may be contacted at 5712 N. Morgan Lane,
Chattanooga, TN 37415 or tcarson@ewkm.net                      v

Comparative Rarity of Serial Number Ranges and Star Notes

Over the years I have recorded serial number data on many scarce or
rare small size notes, including star notes from the $1 Series 1928 USN series.
To date I have recorded 51 star notes with serial numbers between *00000002A
and *00007982A. These $1 red seal star notes may be found in some prominent
collections and are seen occasionally in major auctions. While very highly
prized, and high priced, these star notes are not as rare as many collectors might
assume. By comparison, notes from the A00003XXXA, and A00005XXX to
A00009XXXA serial number ranges are much rarer than the star notes!

Notes with serial numbers in these coveted ranges are real prizes and
add another dimension to any collection. I would welcome any further informa-
tion on notes with serial numbers in these special ranges that other collectors
can provide. Please correspond to me at HHICL@aol.com.                                v

Tennessee authors ‘complete’ website-based obsolete note project
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